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toward a Socialist commonwealth. It even achieved the un-
doubted feat of making Karl Marx a popular author, for chap-
ters of Das Kapital were published and read as sequels of
Progress and Poverty."
Half a century later Philip Snowden, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, introduced in Parliament the Finance Act of 1931,
invoking the spirit, the name, and even the words of Henry
George with this sentence which concluded the Budget De-
bate: "The principle underlying this bill is to assert the right
of the community to the ownership of the land."
George's influence touched not only Great Britain. It may
be traced, in varying degree, to Australasia, China, Western
Canada, Denmark, Germany, and of course his own United
States. The actual teaching of Georgist principles was first in-
troduced on a wide scale in Denmark, which has adopted na-
tional land value taxation and where George's economic theories
have taken deepest root.
In America the Georgist movement is largely sustained by the
Henry George School in New York, founded in 1932, and its
twenty-four branch schools in other large cities, and by publi-
cations in this country and abroad, including the publishing
enterprises of the Robert Schalkenbach Foundation, which was
endowed for the purpose of disseminating Georgist literature.
The Henry George School claims students in every county of
the United States and in every country of the world.
In his lifetime and afterward, George's influence on leading
personalities was profound. The so-called Progressive move-
ment of the early part of the century owed much to his writings
and to the memory of his inspiriting personality. To the names
which will be found in this book, many others might be added
—names of men who were affected in some way by George's
teachings and who acknowledged directly or indirectly their
debt.
For example, Sun Yat-sen, the father of the Chinese republic,
said of the American economist, "I intend to devote my future
to the promotion of the welfare of the Chinese people as a
people. The teachings of Henry George will be the basis of
our program of reform/'
The immense impact of George's teachings was registered
on other great intellects. Wrote Leo Tolstoy, after reading
Progress and Poverty, "People do not argue with the teaching

